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Abstract
The interplay between quantum theory and gravity remains one of the least explored fields of physics.
The current ‘focus on’ collection summarises experimental and theoretical results frommany of the
leading groups around theworld on the research of phenomenawhich cannot be explainedwithout
involving both quantum theory and gravitational physics.

Einstein’s theory of general relativity and quantum theory are two pillars ofmodern physics. The two theories
differ significantly, not only in theirmathematical formulations, but also in their foundational concepts. Even
with either theory independently and indisputably tested to high precision, observed gravitational effects in
current laboratory quantum experiments can be explainedwith the help of the non-metric, Newtonian limit of
gravity [1–3], and the results of completed tests of general relativity are all consistent with classicalmechanics [4–
6]. There is therefore of fundamental interest to probe the intersection between quantum theory and gravity, as
well as to develop a unified consistent framework inwhich the two theories appear as appropriate limits.

The focus on ‘gravitational quantumphysics’ offers a glimpse of an emerging field of research inwhich
phenomena are investigated that require both, quantum theory and gravity, for their explanation. It showcases
both experimental and theoretical work frommany of the leading groups in this area, who pull together
concepts and ideas from special and general relativity, quantumoptics, and quantum information science to
achieve a deeper understanding of the phenomena at the interface between the two theories.

Whether gravitational field requires a quantumdescription or not is still subject of an ongoing debate and a
question that is approached from various angles in the papers published in the current focus. Given that gravity
is fundamentally classical, Kafri, Taylor andMilburn show that two gravitationally coupled resonators cannot
create entanglement [7, 8]. In turn, observing gravity-mediated entanglement in an experiment would rule out
any view of gravitational interactions as purely classical. The concept according towhich the gravitational field
remains classical at the fundamental level, but wherematter is quantised, naturally leads to the nonlinear
Schrödinger–Newton equation. Giulini andGrossard investigate the implication and possible observational
consequences of themulti-particle Schrödinger–Newton equation for themotion of themass-centre of an
extendedmulti-particle system [9]. This should be contrastedwith quantum-field theory combinedwith gravity
byAnastopoulos andHu,who show that the Schrödinger–Newton equation appears as amean-field limit
effective theory, but on the fundamental level the theory remains linear [10]. Another nonlinear extension of
quantum theory designed to be compatible with the occurrence of closed time-like curves in space-times that
may appear as solutions to thefield equations of general relativity is discussed byRalph and Pienaar [11].

Whether caused by gravity or other reasons, anynonlinearmodification of quantumdynamics is prone to
pathologies, above all faster-than-light signalling, at least if the usual reduction-postulate is taken over from the
linear theory. Bahrami et al compare the nonlinearity of the Schrödinger–Newton equationwith that of the
collapsemodels, for which faster-than-light signalling can be avoided due to stochasticmodification of the
dynamics [12]. A gravity-induced collapsemodel is the subject of a publication byDiósi, who applies it to bulk
matter and calculates the amount of the spontaneous heating as its side-effect [13]. Gravity is assumed to cause a
breakdownof quantum theory also in the paper by Stamp, where gravitational correlations cause ‘bunching’ of
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quantum trajectories [14]. A different route is takenwhere gravity leads to decoherencewithoutmodifying
quantum theory. Pikovski et al review their results on decoherence due to centre-of-mass coupling to internal
degrees of freedom in the presence of time dilation [15]. Finally, Franson reports a result of speculative nature
about an apparent correction to the speed of light when the gravitational potential energy ofmassive particles is
included in theHamiltonian of quantum electrodynamics [16].

It is fair to say thatwith the current state of physics the question concerning the quantumnature of gravity is
entirely open. Ultimately, its answer is likely to be decided by experiment. It is therefore ofmuch interest to test
the foundational principles of general relativity, like the equivalence principle, on systems in non-classical states.

In that spirit, the bulk of papers by experimental groups are in-depth studies of novel ways to test Einstein’s
equivalence principle on quantum systems.Hartwig et al develop a proposal for testing the universality of free
fall for two elements with high atomic numbers, rubidium and ytterbium, in a very large baseline atom
interferometer [17]. Barrett et al describe and demonstrate two newmethods for extracting the differential phase
between dual-species atom interferometers for precise tests of theweak equivalence principle [18].Williams et al
describe a concept for an atom interferometrymission on the International Space Station, which promises
testing the equivalence principle on quantum systemswith unpreceded precision, sensitive also to time-
dependent violations [19]. Expanding on their previous analysis,Marin et al consider themain vibrationmode
of gravitational wave bar detectors for setting an upper limit to possiblemodifications of theHeisenberg
uncertainty principle that are expected as an effect of quantum gravity [20].

Thefield of analogue gravity tries to understand gravitational systems, or in general curved spacetimes, by
means of analogue systems that simulate the relevant features in non-gravitational systems. This idea is
represented by two papers.Westerberg et al show that time-dependent spacetimes can be simulated by using
intense tailored laser pulses thatmodify the refractive index of an opticalmedium [21]. In a similar vein,
Neuenhahn andMarquardt describe how expanding spacetimes can be simulated via time-dependent variation
of the tunnel-coupling between twoweakly interacting quasi-1D condensates of cold bosonic atoms [22].

Relativistic quantum information aims at investigating quantum information processing in relativistic
regimes. A number of papers from the current focus illustrates this aim. Salton,Mann andMenicucci investigate
entanglement extraction from the vacuumof relativistic quantum field theories through local interactionwith
Unruh–DeWitt detectors undergoing linear acceleration [23]. Applying developed relativistic quantum
metrology techniques Brown et al propose away to detect weak vibrational disturbances [24], Sabín et al suggest
to use phonon creation in a Bose–Einstein condensate to detect gravitational waves [25] andRudolph et al pave
theway for transportable high-precision quantum sensors by developing a compact and robust design of a high-
fluxBEC source for atom interferometers [26].

We are just about to enter the phase when actual experiments at the intersection between quantum theory
and gravity become feasible with current technology. A rapid development of atom interferometry, the emerging
field of quantumoptomechanics, together with highly controllablemulti-photon experiments, will open an
entirely new parameter regime for quantum experiments where gravity plays a role, as well as for gravitational
experiments where quantumphysics plays a role. Further theoretical investigations in this direction could reveal
towhich extent foundational principles of the two theories are compatible with each other. Thismay open new
possibilities to reassess already known formal difficulties in the development of a complete theory unifying
quantum theory and general relativity from a newperspective.
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